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Target Audience Researchers interested in subject specific RF pulse design for use in imaging sequences. 
Purpose 3D Fast Spin Echo sequences combine very well with localized excitation1 pulses for inner volume imaging (IVI), since magnetization that is not 
transverse after the excitation pulse does not contribute any signal thereafter. This implies that a single (potentially long) multidimensional tailored RF pulse 
can be employed for localized excitation, followed by a long train of non-selective pulses for refocusing, maintaining short inter-echo spacings. Suitable RF 
excitation pulses may be designed in the small-tip-angle approximation2 (STA) by solving a linear problem, which can be written in the spatial domain3 as m 
= A b where m(x) is the excited magnetization, b(t) is the RF pulse and A is the system matrix that describes the effects of both gradient encoding and 
sensitivity information of each channel (in a parallel transmit, or PTx system). In general these are all complex valued quantities. In some cases the phase of 
the excited magnetization is not important to the final imaging application; here the ‘Magnitude Least Squares’4 approach may be used to find improved 
magnitude excitation profiles by relaxing constraints on the phase. This is not the case for excitation pulses to be used with CPMG FSE sequences since a 90° 
phase offset must be maintained between excitation and refocusing pulses. There is however additional flexibility in the CPMG sequence: magnetization 
that does not adhere to the correct phase relationship will produce echo amplitudes that quickly decay through time and are hence suppressed naturally by 
the sequence. This could be particularly useful when designing localized excitation pulses for IVI, where we might wish to bias the optimization so that 
undesired residual excitation outside the ‘inner volume’ preferentially violates the CPMG condition and is suppressed.  
Theory By convention we set the phase of the refocusing pulses to 0° so that the excitation must 
have a phase of 90°; in other words the excited magnetization m(x) should be imaginary. For 
general complex m, Im(m) creates stable echoes while Re(m) produces signals that are suppressed 
by the CPMG FSE sequence. By splitting the real and imaginary parts of the STA equation we can rewrite it as in Eq.1. The benefit of doing so is that the 
problem can now be solved using a weighted optimization: min{||Ab-m||W

2 + λ||b||2}, where a lesser weight (W) is given to Re(m) relative to Im(m).  

Methods The method has been demonstrated for a 2D selective spiral 
pulse with 90° flip angle using a 6ms gradient trajectory with 
approximately 3-fold undersampling. The spiral trajectory meets the 
requirements for linear-class Large Tip Angle (LC-LTA) design5; i.e. pulses 
were designed exactly as outlined above except m now refers to ‘flip 
angle’ instead of ‘transverse magnetization’. Imaging was carried out on a 
3T Philips MRI scanner fitted with an 8-channel PTx body coil6. A spherical 
flask phantom was imaged using the spiral pulses with both 3D gradient 
echo (TR=10ms) and 3D-FSE sequences (TR=2500ms, ESP=4ms, 100 
echoes/shot + 6 dummy echoes). Echo amplitudes for the 3D-FSE 
sequence were also simulated using spatially resolved extended phase 
graphs (SR-EPGs)7. 

Results  Figure 1a shows L-curves from the optimization for different 
weighting (W) of Re(m). As W is reduced, better solutions for Im(m) are 
obtained at the expense of more error in Re(m). Figure 1b shows selected 
solutions (circled on Fig.1a) 
with similar RF power; the 

W=0.1 solution has much better definition in the imaginary part with all error pushed to the real part. 
Conversely the W=1 solution (which would be found with standard methods) has errors in both parts including a 
significantly reduced flip angle in the inner volume region. Figure 2 shows SR-EPG simulations for these two 
solutions; the W=0.1 solution starts with much larger error but quickly reaches a state with a well-defined 
excitation and good background suppression. The W=1 solution reaches a steady-state with lower signal and 
more unsuppressed background. The acquired MR image data are shown in Fig.3. While both pulses produce 
very poor localization in gradient echo images (where |m| is important), both produce good suppression in the 
CPMG sequence. The solution from the proposed method with W=0.1 shows higher signal and better 
background suppression just as predicted in the SR-EPG simulation. 

Discussion & Conclusion  Weighted least squares solutions have previously been used in RF pulse design to 
down-weight regions or frequency bands8 that are of less interest. Here we propose using a similar approach for 
splitting real and imaginary parts when designing excitation pulses for CPMG sequences since the ‘non CPMG’ 
part will be naturally suppressed. This is particularly useful for IVI where unsuppressed outer volume regions 
can be biased towards violating the CPMG condition. The method is similar in principle to the commonly used 
MLS approach. The example shown is an extreme case in which a large non-CPMG component is created, but 
the relatively good quality resulting images demonstrate the power of available suppression.  
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